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Outer Leather
Nappa standard





Nappa
impregnated





Buckskin





Deerskin





Silk





Wool





Lambskin, thin





Lambskin, thick





Deer skin





Unlined





L

Bordeaux



Camel



Brown
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R

Fist closure perimeter

cm

cm

cm
cm

Fist closure perimeter



_____cm



_____cm

_____cm



 _____cm



5

_____cm

5

perimeter

perimeter

1. Length of all fingers
2. Glove length until the wrist.
3. Fist closure perimeter
4. Glove perimeter at the wrist
5. Glove perimeter at the end of the glove
6. Length between wrist and end of the glove
7. Perimeter

Colour


cm
cm

cm

Lining

Black


cm

L

R

thumb _______ _______

Types of fastener

forefinger _______ _______




middle finger _______ _______
ring finger _______ _______



little finger _______ _______



Please always attach this data sheet to the carefully drawn
original. Please also always draw and measure the healthy hand.




 Order  Estimate for the costs
Company









Contact
Commission




Profession

Facing on the
palm
Quantity





Hudelist GmbH, Völkermarkter Straße 75, A-9020 Klagenfurt
Tel: 0043 463 38 11 00 27, Fax: 0043 463 38 11 00 11
www. hudelist.at - handschuh@hudelist.at

Taking measurements correctly = optimal fit
1. If possible, always measure both hands
2. Please sketch both hands (provides us with the
original shape of the disabled hand)
3. If possible, always sketch the hand straight with the
middle finger forming a straight line with the
forearm
4. Do not spread the fingers too widely apart

1. If the finger(s) are severely bent,
2. please roll up a thin piece of cardboard,
3. place it in the palm,
4. draw the outline on it and
5. measure the finger length.

1. If there is a protrusion on the back of the hand,
2. please position the hand upright on its side,
3. draw around the hand on its side and
4. measure the protrusion and plot its location.
5. Please still draw the outline of the hand laid flat on the paper.

•
•
•

For major deformities, please attach pictures.
If possible, fabrication of a plaster model in neutral position.
Outline drawing

TIP: Gloves that already fit are highly suitable as patterns, please enclose them.

Please fill out both sides of the datasheet!

